The aim of this paper is to model the macroscopic response of light-activated shape memory polymers (LASMPs) subject to mechanical loadings and exposure to light at certain wavelengths and frequencies. When exposed to external stimuli of mechanical, thermal, photochemical and other origins, polymers undergo microstructural changes, e.g., scission, crosslinking, crystallization, etc. These microstructural changes affect the macroscopic performance of the polymers. In this study, in order to incorporate the effect of microstructural changes on the macroscopic response of light-activated shape memory polymers, we formulate constitutive models based on the notion that the natural configuration of the body under consideration evolves during its response. The theoretical framework appeals to a multinetwork approach consisting of two microstructural networks, which are the original network and the new network formed owing to a light activation. An important distinction between the approach considered here and the usual multinetwork approaches is that there is no conversion of one network to another; instead, what we have is the formation of a second network owing to the linking of photosensitive particles that get linked due to light irradiation. Furthermore, two different constitutive models are considered. The first model assumes the two networks are isotropic. The second model takes into account the directional preference of the second network that is formed. Both these models build on the work of Sodhi and Rao, which is based on the framework developed by Rajagopal and Srinivasa. Several classical boundary value problems involving homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformations are studied. We also investigate two nonlinear constitutive relations and different loading modes. The results highlight the differences in the responses when isotropic and anisotropic models are considered.
Introduction
Shape memory materials are finding ever increasing applications in multifunctional (smart) devices. These materials are capable of forming various configurations and retaining their shapes when subjected to both external mechanical and nonmechanical stimuli. Shape memory materials can retain certain shapes/configurations due to an external stimulus, known as temporary shapes, and can revert back to their original shapes when subject to a different external stimuli. Currently, the most widely used shape memory materials are shape memory alloys (SMAs) which usually have two stable crystal structures, one is an austenitic phase at high temperatures, and the other is a martensitic phase at low temperatures [1] . Despite the excellent properties of SMAs, such as high strength, they also have several drawbacks, which are high cost, limited recoverable strains of less than 8%, inherently high stiffness, challenging processing conditions and inflexible transition temperatures, etc., that limit their applications. Compared to SMAs, shape memory polymers (SMPs) have some advantages, which are low cost, lightweight, softness and flexibility that allow them to undergo significantly large deformations (strains of more than 200%), the cycle of shape change and recovery taking place in a much shorter time interval when compared to the SMAs. SMPs are also nontoxic, easily processed and can be manufactured in various shapes with tunable material properties, and most importantly they have the potential to be biocompatible and biodegradable [1] [2] [3] [4] . Thus, SMPs find many applications in medicine and biomechanics (implant and biodegradable stents [5, 6] ), and foldable/flexible structures such as soft robots, heat shrinkable tubes for electronics or films for packaging [7] , self-deployable sun sails in spacecraft [8] , and morphing structures [9, 10] , etc. However, a current drawback in SMPs is associated with low cycle failure, compared to their metallic counterparts.
Based on the mechanisms underlying the deformations in SMPs and their behavior in their permanent shape, Liu et al. categorized SMPs into four categories [1] : the first type is covalently cross-linked glassy thermoset networks wherein the glassy temperature T g is used as the critical temperature and attain the temporary shape by vitrification; the second is covalently cross-linked semi-crystalline networks which employ the melting temperature to trigger shape recovery and obtain the new shape owing to crystallization; the third is physically cross-linked glassy copolymers which are similar to the first type but the physical crosslinking makes it easier to manufacture than the chemical cross-linking; the fourth is physically cross-linked semi-crystalline block copolymers, which is the same as the third class but the activation temperature is the melting temperature. Beside the application of heat, external stimuli such as light and solvent are also reported in the literature as triggers to achieve complex shapes through various network chain mobilizations.
Current works on SMPs have been focused primarily on thermally activated SMPs (TASMPs), particularly with regard to how their thermo-mechanical properties, the effect of humidity, the strain induced anisotropic characteristics, and size and shape recovery characteristics influence their overall performance [11] . With regard to the mechanical properties, SMPs are often considered as rubber-like materials. Appealing to the classical Gaussian network theory for describing elastic bodies, the shear modulus of rubber elasticity is related to the cross-link density and temperature through the equation G = NkT = rRT =M c (where N is number density of network chains, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, r is mass density, R is universal gas constant, M c is molecular weight) [12] . By altering the cross-link density or temperature, it is possible for rubber to have a storage modulus that is comparable to that of some SMAs, which is approximately 200 MPa [1] . However, the TASMPs have some disadvantages, which restrict their application. For example, it requires complicated heating and cooling protocols to effectively activate and control the thermal stimulus and one needs continuous energy input. Current literature shows that the amount of heat required for inducing crystallization in some TASMPs is between 16.4 J/g and 324.2 J/g [13] , whereas the LASMPs require only~1.4 J/g for triggering crystallization, which is an order of magnitude reduction in power consumption [11] .
There are two types of LASMPs based on their activation mechanisms. One type is called photothermal LASMPs, which are similar to heat-activated SMPs with certain photo-absorber molecules that absorb the light and thus increasing the temperature at the desired region within the LASMPs. The other is known as photochemical LASMPs which incorporate photosensitive molecules to form an extra crosslinks or network under light irradiation. In this paper we limit our study to the photochemical LASMPs. The physical mechanism of LASMPs can be simply described as shown in Figures 1 and 2 : the material comprises one network configuration in its initial configuration, which is assumed as stress-and strainfree. Under mechanical loadings, LASMPs experience deformations owing to the motion of the original network. Exposing the deformed LASMPs to light with specific wavelength or frequency, a second network is formed. After complete formation of the second network, removing the mechanical load leads to residual deformations. Further exposing the LASMPs, with some residual deformations, to light with a different frequency, the newly formed second network is dissolved and the LASMPs will recover their original shape. LASMPs can retain the new shape for a relatively long period of time even when heated to 50 o C and they can recover back their original shape at ambient temperature when exposed to ultraviolet light of a different wavelength [14] .
There are currently few studies devoted to modeling the mechanical behavior of LASMPs. Long et al. [15] developed a three-dimensional finite deformation model to simulate the photomechanical behavior of LASMPs with various operative mechanisms by incorporating light propagation through the solids, photochemistry that is responsible for shape memory cycle, chemical-mechanical coupling and large deformation. They also implemented their model in a finite element setting and their model was capable of predicting the behavior of photo-induced stress relaxation and bending. By following this framework, they explored more about the photomechanics that can facilitate shape change and actuation technologies [16, 17] . Sodhi and Rao [18] considered multiple natural configurations in order to describe the macroscopic behavior of LASMPs under mechanical loading and light activation. 1 Their work mainly focuses on the isotropic elastic behavior of the materials, although they discussed the possibility of deformation-induced anisotropy in the response of LASMPs as they undergo large deformations. Also, in this study, Sodhi and Rao [18] assumed that the intensity of light was homogeneous and they also considered homogeneous deformations. In a recent paper, Sodhi et al. [19] considered inhomogeneous light intensity and also inhomogeneous deformations. Another study, from a very different point of view, that warrants mention, is that of Beblo and Weiland [20] who proposed a multiscale model to describe the soft and hard state moduli of the polymer based on a molecular argument and used statistical mechanical techniques to predict the mechanical response of LASMPs.
In this study, we adopt a multiple natural configurational approach in order to describe the response of LASMPs. As discussed by Sodhi and Rao [18] , such an approach seems particularly well suited to study the response of multinetwork polymers. When an isotropic solid is deformed, in the deformed configuration the symmetry group of the material is determined by the nature of the deformation. For instance, when an isotropic cylinder is uniaxially extended, its new symmetry group will include the transverse isotropy group as a sub-group, but it would also include unimodular elements that are not orthogonal (see Wineman et al. (1988) [25] ). Similarly, an unequal biaxial extension of an initially isotropic body would lead to a symmetry group which includes the orthotropy group with additional unimodular elements that are not orthogonal. However, if one takes the point of view that the anisotropy is determined only by the sub-groups of the orthogonal group (see Rajagopal (2015) [26] ), then one would view the induced anisotropy owing to uniaxial extension as transverse isotropy and unequal biaxial extension as orthotropic. One could assume that the new network that is formed after a certain deformation has the anisotropy induced owing to the deformation. Such an approach was adopted in the study of crystallization of deforming polymers subject to unequal biaxial extension wherein the crystallized polymer was assumed to be orthotropic with the preferred directions being determined by the eigenvalues of the stretch tensor. One could instead assume that the new network that is formed has a certain symmetry that is not necessarily that determined by the deformation. In this study, we investigate the response when the new network has different anisotropies including that induced by the deformation. The reason for such an approach is that in several situations, the anisotropy is not necessarily determined by the deformation alone, an example of the same is growth and remodeling of tissues. Also, in addition owing to the deformation, there could be several other fields such as the thermal field and electromagnetic fields that have an effect on the formation of the new network. It is noted that the LASMPs are initially assumed as isotropic with regards to their mechanical response, and stretching the material causes a microstructural change and formation of a new network whose response depends on the principal stretching directions, and thus once the second network is formed the body is no longer isotropic with regards to its mechanical response.
This study is currently limited to elastic response for each of the networks. The process of the formation of the new network is however entropy producing. We consider two possible nonlinear relations between the stress and stretch tensors for each network in the LASMPs and different loading modes. The results for isotropic and anisotropic models are compared, which show significant differences. Finally, we discuss several classical boundary value problems of elastic bodies made of LASMPs subject to different boundary conditions. Through these boundary value problems, we highlight the differences in the isotropic and anisotropic responses.
Preliminaries
This section summarizes the general kinematics and balance equations that are necessary for our study.
Let us consider an abstract body B placed in a three-dimensional Euclidean space e through a one parameter family of placers k l . Let k R (B) be a reference configuration of the body and let k t (B) denote the configuration of the body at time t. The placers are assumed to be one to one mappings and hence we can associate a function x, referred to as the motion, that assigns to each point of the body in a reference configuration a point in the current configuration of the body at time t. For any particle P belonging to the abstract body, let X be the position of the particle in some reference configuration, and x be the position in the current configuration, then the motion of the body is expressed as
The deformation gradient is then given as:
The left and right Cauchy-Green tensors are defined through (for notational convenience we shall henceforth drop the suffix k R ):
For homogeneous incompressible materials, the balance of mass reduces to:
Here, v is the velocity of the body. The balance of linear momentum is given by:
where s is the Cauchy stress and b is the specific body force. For quasi-static motion, in the absence of body forces, the above equation is reduces to
The balance of angular momentum, in the absence of body couples, leads to symmetric of the Cauchy stress tensor:
and thus
3. Constitutive equations
The notion of multiple natural configurations
A detailed discussion of the notion of natural configurations can be found in Rajagopal [27] , and Rajagopal and Srinivasa [28] . Here, we shall merely motivate the main aspects of the same. One can think of the natural configuration as a configuration that a body takes in the absence of any external stimuli. The classical theory of elasticity presumes that an elastic body has one natural configuration, which is the stress free state. In bodies that are capable of producing entropy (within a purely mechanical context capable of dissipation), the natural configuration of the body changes as the body undergoes a dissipative process. Such is indeed the case in a variety of situations such as inelastic and viscoelastic response of materials, twinning, phase transition, growth, etc. In order to clearly illustrate the notion of the evolution of natural configurations we discuss the inelastic response of bodies as depicted in Figure 3 . When the material is deformed so that its configuration lies outside its initial elastic domain OO', dissipation takes place. Then upon unloading, the material will display a different elastic response which has a new elastic domain and range, such as AA', BB' or CC'. For instance, traditional elastic-plastic response, as depicted in Figure 3 , can be considered as a class of elastic responses from an evolving set of natural configurations. Within a thermodynamic framework, the evolution of the natural configuration is determined by the maximization of entropy production.
It is noted that the evolution of natural configurations has been used successfully to describe classical plasticity [29] , twinning [30] , the response of viscoelastic solids and fluids [31] , solid-to-solid phase transition [32] , polymer crystallization [33] , response of single crystal super alloys [34] , and anisotropic liquids [28] by Rajagopal and his coworkers. The most important aspect of the framework that is relevant to this study is the manner in which the material symmetry of the body can change during the process that the body is subject to, and this is described in detail later.
The LASMPs are assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous bodies with regard to their mechanical response, in their initial configuration. It is also assumed that the bodies are initially free of stress and strain. When loaded from the initial unstrained state the LASMPs comprised of the original network undergoes deformation and the materials symmetry changes as in that of a Simple material. However, when light of certain wavelength is applied to the polymers, a second network is formed. It is noted that the second network is formed with a certain directional preference that is dependent on the state of deformation at which exposure to light is initiated; that is, the second network is formed so that it is anisotropic. On further deformation, the response of the body is a combination of that, owing to the original network and the new network that is formed. The response of LASMPs undergoing loading, light irradiation, and unloading is described below.
Loading of the original network
SMPs are capable of undergoing large deformations owing to the twist and stretch of the polymeric chains. In this study, the LASMPS are assumed to be incompressible bodies. In the natural configuration, the stress tensor of the LASMPs associated with the original network can be written in the following form:
where pI is the indeterminate part of the stress due to incompressibility, f is a tensor valued function, and B Ka is the left Cauchy-Green tensor from the evolving natural configurations. We shall assume that the constitutive equation for the original network is that for a neo-Hookean material:
We also consider the original network being composed of a Mooney-Rivlin model whose stress is given as:
Formation of the second network and response owing to a mixture of two networks
When exposing the material to the light of specific wavelength, the photo-sensitive molecules such as cinnamic acid [35] and cinnamylidene acetic acid [36] can be activated to form an extra network. To capture the variation of light intensity travelling across the media, the standard Beer's correlation is used here: where I i , I o are the incident and transmitted optical intensities, and a is the absorption coefficient, l is the thickness. So from (12) we can see
'1 when the material sample is very thin, that means the light intensity is constant in the material. Our study only focuses on very thin bodies and does not consider the variation of light density within the thickness of the material. Therefore, for a body with homogeneously distributed photo-sensitive molecules, the formation of the second network under light activation is at the same percentage with the same formation rate throughout the thickness.
After the completion of the formation of the second network, the body is treated as a constrained mixture of two networks, namely the original network and new network that is formed as a consequence of the light irradiation co-exist and are constrained to move together. We assume the two networks are uniformly distributed and are constrained to have the same displacement. The stress at a material point is assumed to be
where T 1 and T 2 denote the Cauchy stresses in the original and newly formed networks, respectively. We follow the framework outlined in [27] [28] to describe the multi-network model. Once the second network is formed, assumptions have to be made about the nature of the second network and configuration in which it is formed. We suppose the new network is formed in a stress-free state, that is, the deformed state of the original network in the body is the natural configuration (unstrained/unstressed state) for the second network. Thus when further deformation takes place, the new network will also deform based on its own natural configuration. Thus, in the material after light irradiation the total stress can be written as:
where a is the fraction of photosensitive links that have been established as a percent of all the photosensitive links that can be established of the second network. Recall that there is no conversion from the first network to the second network and hence we have the full contribution of the stress of the first network, i.e., it is not multiplied by a term (1-a). We should also notice that the second network is formed based on a deformed configuration at which the polymer is being irradiated; therefore, it makes sense to assume that the second network should have some directional preference, which will induce anisotropic response of the body. We consider two types of models with regard to the material symmetry. The first model considers both networks as isotropic, whereas the second model assigns a specific anisotropy for the second network. In Section 4, we will present the comparisons of the isotropic and anisotropic behavior of the second network.
3.3.1 Isotropic networks. We shall assume that both the networks can be modeled as neo-Hookean bodies. Then, the total stress is given by
where B Ka and B Kb are the left Cauchy-Green tensor associated with the deformation of the original and new network based on deformation from their own natural configurations, and, m a and m b are the moduli of the materials associated with the original and second network. We represent the two natural configurations as Ka and Kb.
3.3.2 Anisotropic model. The anisotropy of the second network depends on the deformation history of the material, which depends on the orientation of the molecules at the time of the formation of the second network at time, say t = t. We assume that the second network is orthotropic and the tensor B Ka (t) includes the information we need such as the three principal directions of B Ka (t). We use these mutually perpendicular principal directions to determine the directions of anisotropy in the second network. The principal directions can be quantified by any two of the three eigenvectors of B Ka (t) or B Kb , which we shall refer to as n Kb and m Kb . We shall assume that the orthotropic incompressible elastic material that comprises the second network to be represented by:
where m b , m c1 , m c2 are the material moduli related to the formation of the second network that depends on the eigenvalues of B Kb(t) , and
Finally, the total stress is the combination of the stresses in the two networks:
During the unloading, owing to the two networks being present, and on assuming that there is no conversion of the networks taking place during the unloading, the body will tend to a natural state that is different from the natural configuration that corresponds to a body fully composed of the original network. In other words, the body will be in a strained state with respect to the original natural configuration.
Boundary value problems
In this section, we discuss several simple boundary value problems (BVPs) concerning LASMPs within the context of the constitutive material model presented in Section 3. In the BVPs considered, several assumptions are made: The material sample is relatively thin so that the light irradiation is homogeneous across the bodies. The second network is formed in a stress free configuration; however, its anisotropic response depends on the deformation state of the material at the time when light irradiation occurs. We also consider the following histories: the original network is first subject to mechanical loading, then the formation of the second network owing to light irradiation at certain wavelength takes place, followed by unloading, and finally cleavage of the second network is induced by light irradiation of different wavelength and the material is completely comprised of the original network.
Uniaxial tension
Consider a cylindrical rod subjected to uniaxial tension, as illustrated in Figure 4 . For an incompressible isotropic body, the motion of the body under a uniaxial tension can be assumed to be:
where X , Y , Z denote a typical point in the reference configuration, x, y, z describe the same point in the current configuration, L is the stretch ratio along the loading direction, which is in the x direction. The deformation gradient and stretch tensors are given as:
We recall that the original network is assumed to be a neo-Hookean material. Then the governing equation of the motion is obtained from the balance of linear momentum as:
The other two equations of balance of a linear momentum are satisfied automatically. Prescribing the boundary conditions, the parameter p is determined by imposing T yy = T zz = 0, and finally the axial stress corresponding to the uniaxial stretch is: Figure 4 . Schematic plot of uniaxial tension.
After the cylinder is deformed to a specified amount of axial stretch, the rod is exposed to light irradiation with a specific wavelength or frequency, which activates the photo-sensitive molecules in the material and the second network is formed. After completion of light activation, the material now comprises two networks. Since the second network is formed based on the deformed configuration from the axial stretch, the deformation gradient is given as:
Therefore, we have
where L is the total stretch, L 1 is the new stretch after the formation of the second network. Then using the theory of constrained mixtures, the total stress in the rod at the current state is the summation of the contribution of the two networks. In this study, we consider both isotropic and anisotropic elastic models for the second network, whereas the original network is isotropic. When both the original and second network are isotropic, the total axial stress is:
When the mechanical responses of polymers associated with the second network are modeled as anisotropic, the axial stress when both networks are present is given as:
In the above equations, a is the extent of formation of the second network. The value of a is between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates that no second network has formed, whereas 1 denotes all the second network that is possible has formed, that is all the photosensitive particles have been linked. As also seen from the above equations, when the stress in the cylinder is removed there will be permanent set in the material owing to the stretch L 1 due to the formation of the second network. Finally, the second network can be cleaved by further application of light, so that the body returns to its original shape. Figure 5 illustrates the complete loading history of the uniaxial load considering both isotropic and anisotropic models for the second network. The simulations consider three percentages of the new network: a = 1, a = 0:66, a = 0:33 and the material parameters are m a = 5, m b = 20, m c = 40. In the case of an anisotropic second network we have a different unloading path than when it is isotropic. For the specific case considered here, the anisotropic second network leads to a smaller reduction of stretch after stress is released. The amount of the difference depends on the modulus m c .
Furthermore, we perform three case studies with a view towards understanding the behavior of the LAMSP cylinder under different boundary conditions for different constitutive models. In the first case study, we examine different modes of loading, i.e., force control, and compare the responses to the mixed-mode loading presented above. In the second case study, we consider a Mooney-Rivlin model for the LASMPs. In the third case study, we consider several cycles of loading.
Case 1:
Comparison of different loading modes. In the above discussion, we considered mixed-mode loading, i.e., during the loading we stretch the rod, in which the deformation is prescribed (displacement control), while unloading we release the stress (force control). It is noted that when the displacement is prescribed, using the above constitutive models, the stress can be immediately determined. In a situation when a force is prescribed, the Cauchy stress is not necessarily straightforward to determine. For incompressible materials the volume should be preserved, thus
L ; where A 0 and A t are the original and current section area of rod, respectively, and L 0 and L t are the original and current length, respectively. The axial stress is then given as:
The left side of the above equation
is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, which is easily determined. From the expression, we can see the relations between the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and stretch is nonlinear, and we use a numerical method (bisection method) to determine the corresponding stretch. After calculating the stretch, the corresponding Cauchy stress can be determined. Based on the above discussion, the constitutive equation in the original network when force is prescribed is:
and upon formation of the second network, the axial stress in the rod becomes:
Alternatively, the constitutive model can be given for stretch or strain that is expressed in terms of stress. So here we also present a constitutive model for the stretch in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress as the independent variable. The neo-Hookean body, we obtain:
where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, P = J sF ÀT . Thus, for the uni-axially loaded cylinder comprising the original network, the stretch is
When two networks are present in the body, for each component of two networks, the stretch is
and the theory of constrained mixture gives the following stress:
The constitutive model when the two networks are present is given as:
For the uni-axially loaded rod, the response becomes:
In the above case, Steffensen's method [37] is used to solve the above constitutive relation. From the result shown in Figure 6 , we can see the three different loading modes give the same stress-stretch responses.
Case 2:
Comparison between the neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin models for the networks. The neo-Hookean model can describe the mechanical behavior of rubber-like materials at moderate deformations. When the deformations are larger, the Neo-Hookean model often fails to capture the overall response of the materials. The Mooney-Rivlin model (11) captures the response better at slightly larger deformations.
In this case for the original network, the uniaxial stress is:
and for the two networks, the stress can be expressed as,
The uniaxial stress becomes: modulus parameter m aa of the Mooney-Rivlin model causes a much faster increase than the neoHookean model. Similarly during the loading phase,
\0, a negative value of m bb contributes to lower decrease of stress.
Case 3:
Comparison between three different loading histories. We now examine the responses under three different loading histories: In the first loading history the material is deformed to a specified stretch ratio (L=3), followed by light activation to initiate the second network till complete formation of the second network is achieved, i.e.,a = 1, and the material is unloaded by removing the stress. In the second history, the material is deformed to a specific stretch ratio (L=3), followed by light activation with 60% formation of the new network, i.e., a = 0:6, which we will refer to as the second network and then stress is removed completely, the material is then irradiated again until all the photosensitive particles are linked, that is, a = 1. This, however, implies that a third network is formed which constitutes 40% of the body; this is followed by the body being stretched to L=3. In the third history, the material is first deformed to a stretch ratio L=1.5, and the second network is activated until a = 0:6, and then the material is stretched so that L=3, followed by light activation until all the photosensitive particles are linked thereby leading to the formation of a third network that is 40% of the body, ensuring that a = 1; then the loading is completely removed.
The response of the first loading history has been discussed above. For the second and third loading histories, there are totally three networks involved, and the relations between axial stress and axial stretch are obtained following the same method discussed above:
where L 1 and L 2 are the stretch ratio when the second and third networks are formed respectively, m c is the modulus of the third network and in the calculation we take this to be the same value as m b . From the results shown in Figure 8 , we can see that the first loading history can retain the highest stretch after unloading to the temporary shape configuration, followed by the second and third loading histories, which is to be expected. When all three networks are involved, the ability to retain shape is much higher.
In the first loading history we can view the full activation of the second network as the second and third network are formed at the same time, the corresponding stress at the specified ratio is the smallest, so the least change of stretch is needed to relax the stress to zero, which results in largest residual stretch.
Inflation of a cylindrical annulus
Now, we analyze the response of a hollow cylindrical body made of LASMPs subjected to radial inflation (see Figure 9) . Consider a cylinder, in its reference configuration described by (R, Y, Z) and in the deformed configuration described in terms of (r, u, z). Suppose that the inner and outer radii of the cylinder in its reference configuration are R i and R o , respectively, and the length of the cylinder is L. The bottom surface of the cylinder is at Z=0 and the top surface is at Z=L. We assume that the motion of the body is described by:
The deformation gradient of the original network is:
As a consequence of the constraint of incompressibility, the deformation gradient and stretch tensors reduce to:
The governing equations are: ∂T
On satisfying the stress free condition at the outer surface of the cylinder, T rr (r 2 ) = 0, we find that the inner pressure is given by:
Here r 1 is the inner radius and r 2 is the outer radius in its current configuration. Using the neoHookean model, we obtain:
From the balance of mass, we have
Substituting (45) into (44), the response of the original network under radial inflation is determined. Now, the body is irradiated and the second network is formed. The radius of the cylinder when the second network is formed is r; thus the stretch tensors in the two networks are:
When the second network is assumed to be isotropic, the inner pressure at current state is
It is also noted that the balance of mass leads to:
When the newly formed network is assumed to be an orthotropic body, the material directions are determined by obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the deformation at which the light irradiation starts, which are:
For the radial inflation problem, a = 1; b = 0; c = 0; d = 1, therefore: where for the sake of ease of computations, we denote B1 = F Kb n Kb n Kb F Kb T ,B2 = F Kb m Kb m Kb F Kb T . Then substituting the above equations into (17), the following stresses are determined: T uu , T rr . Thus, for the anisotropic case, the pressure in the body with two networks is:
From the results depicted in Figure 10 , we can infer the influence of the anisotropy of the second network, wherein m a = 5, m b = 20, m c1 = 40, m c2 = 40 and three different values a = 1, a = 0:7, a = 0:5 are considered. By comparing the unloading process, the material is much stiffer with higher percentage of second network. And the anisotropic response leads to a much larger stretch after unloading than the isotropic model owing to an extra term in (52) Àam c1 ( r r ) 2 + am c2 ( r r ) 2 \0 that will contribute to a decrease of pressure when unloading.
Circumferential shear
The following example deals with a circumferential shear imposed on a LASMP hollow cylinder (see Figure 11 ), whose motion is given through:
To better understand the response to this problem, two responses are presented. The first considers the relationship between the circular shear deformation and moment, and the second is an investigation of how the rotation angle changes with the applied moment. Both isotropic and anisotropic constitutive models are considered.
Case 1:
Relationship between the moment and circular shear deformation. It follows from (53) that the deformation gradient F Ka , and the Cauchy-Green tensor B Ka of the original network take the form
where k = r ∂f ∂r , and det(F Ka ) = 1 which already satisfies the constraint of incompressibility. The balance of linear momentum yields C is a constant that is to be determined by the boundary condition at the outer surface on the lateral boundary:
where M = MR o , M is the moment per unit length applied on the outer surface of the cylinder. Substituting (56) into (55), we obtain
After the shear deformation or moment reaches certain magnitude, the cylinder is exposed to light in order to activate the second network. The stretch tensors for the two networks are:
Where Dk = k(t) À k(t). We consider two constitutive models for the second network, i.e., isotropic and anisotropic models. When the second network is assumed isotropic, the total shear stress is
If we assume that the second network is anisotropic, namely that the second network is orthotropic, the directions being determined by the eigenvectors (60) of the stretch tensor B Ka (t)
Then it follows that
and B2 = F Kb m Kb m Kb F Kb T has a similar structure. Substituting equations (60) and (61) into equation (17), we can obtain the relation between the moment and the shear deformation for the anisotropic response: Figure 12 shows the relationship between the moment and shear deformation at specific radius for both the isotropic and anisotropic models. At the location closer to the inner surface, the moment increases much faster during loading and decreases slower during unloading than the one at the location closer to the outer surface. In comparison, the anisotropic mixture can retain a much larger deformation than the isotropic model after unloading. In the above calculation, three different radii r = 1:2, r = 1:4, r = 1:6 are considered and the material parameters are: For the neo-Hookean constitutive model, the stress of the original network is written as 
The balance of linear momentum leads to
From (64), it is easily to find that p = p(r, u). Here we assume p = p(r) that means p doesn't depend on u but only on the radius r, and equation (64) reduces to:
The general solution of (65) is
Where C 1 ,C 2 are constants which are determined by imposing the appropriate boundary conditions. Let us suppose that we specify the rotation angle at inner and outer lateral boundary surface:
Then substituting equation (67) into equation (66), the constants C 1 , C 2 are determined to be:
From (65) the solution for p is obtained:
where d is a constant determined by satisfying the resultant boundary conditions associated with the boundary conditions at the ends Z=0 and Z=L, and the lateral boundary. Let us now consider the resultant force at the ends; we have
We can easily find that for an axisymmetric problem, the resultant moment M = 0 at the ends and the resultant force N = 0 at the lateral boundary are satisfied automatically. In order to present the relations between the moment and rotation angle, the boundary condition on the outer surface should be defined in terms of the specified moment. So we assume that the boundary conditions are:
The above boundary conditions imply that a rotation moment M is prescribed on the outer lateral surface and the inner surface is constrained. To ensure equation (71) has the same effect as the constraint imposed on the body as in equation (67), the relation between b and M is given as:
and
Thus, the deformation function f in equation (66) is rewritten in terms of the relation between moment and rotation angle:
Next, the cylinder is subjected to light irradiation and the material in the cylinder consists of two networks. The circular shear deformation at t = t when the second network is formed is:
Substituting equation (59) into the balance of linear momentum and replacing k by rf 0 , we determine the governing equation for f:
Here it should be noted that k(t) is also a function of r. Thus, two networks have the same governing equation for f as the original network, so by the same procedure we should have the same forms of solution as in (66), and C 1 , C 2 as in (68). By imposing the boundary conditions (71), we need to obtain the relation between b and M. From the expression for the shear stress, we have
On correlating (72) and (77), and replacing b by M in equation (66), the rotation angle can be expressed in terms of M as below:
The Lagrange multiplier p is determined using the following:
where d is determined by satisfying the resultant boundary conditions similar to the situation discussed previously:
By comparing the results shown in Figures 12 and 13 , we see that the relationship between the moment-rotational angle is opposite to the relationship between the moment and the shear in how it changes with the radius. At small radius, the same amount of moment produces a smaller rotational angle but a larger shear deformation, which is expected from the solutions presented above. 
Telescopic shear
Next we discuss another classical BVP, namely that of telescopic shear, shown in Figure 14 , in which a hollow cylinder of LASMP is subjected to a motion described by
Similar to the circumferential shear problem, two responses are discussed, which are the relation between the shear force and telescopic shear deformation, and the relation between the shear force and displacement.
4.4.1 Case 1: Force vs telescopic shear. It follows from (81) that the deformation gradient F Ka and the CauchyGreen tensor B Ka of the original network are given by
where k = ∂f ∂r , and det(F Ka ) = 1. The balance of linear momentum leads to
From (83) the solution of T rz is determined by applying the boundary condition:
In the case of the neo-Hookean constitutive model, the relationship between shear force and telescopic shear is
After light irradiation, the stretch tensors for two networks take the following form When we assume the second network is isotropic, the total shear stress is written as
Substituting (84) into (87), we have:
When the anisotropy of the second network is taken into account, the shear deformation and shear force are Figure 15 illustrates the relationship between shear force and telescopic shear at a specific radius for both isotropic and anisotropic models. Close to the inner surface, the force increases much faster during 
From (91) we can see p is in general a function of z. Here we assume p = constant, so (91) is simplified and we can derive the solution of f through:
where C 1 ,C 2 are constants which are determined by the following boundary conditions
Let a = 0. Then C 1 ,C 2 are
To determine the relationship between the shear force and displacement, we need to correlate b and F
So (92) can be rewritten as
Similarly p is determined by the resultant boundary conditions at the end boundary surfaces and lateral boundary surface,
Next we assume at time t = t, the second network is formed, the corresponding shear is
By substituting the shear stress component of the two networks into (83), we obtain the governing equation of f
We notice that the governing equation for f for a body with the two networks is the same as that of original network, so we can directly adopt the solution (92) and C 1 ,C 2 in (93). By applying the boundary conditions f (R i ) = a = 0 and f (R o ) = F, we can derive the relations between b and F using shear stress in the following manner:
Then by correlating (94) and (100), and replacing b by F in equation (92), the displacement can be expressed in terms of F as below:
Similarly, the parameter p is determined by satisfying the resultant forces at the boundaries,
Figures 15 and 16 also show a similar phenomenon as the circumferential shear problem. At small radii, the same amount of force produces a smaller telescopic displacement but a larger shear which is because of the term 1/r that occurs in the derivation of the shear displacement.
Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a multinetwork model, wherein a new network is formed by virtue of light irradiation, which could be isotropic or anisotropic, to capture the mechanical behavior of LASMPs based on the framework of multiple natural configurations. Several classical boundary values problems have been studied with a view towards understanding the predictions of the models. The studies consider both homogeneous and inhomogeneous deformations. From comparisons of the responses we can observe that the effect of directional preference due to the anisotropy of second network that is formed as a consequence of light irradiation can be significant. We have also compared the results of different loading modes, and the possibility of different nonlinear elastic models for the networks.
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